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AA shiftshift registerregister shiftsshifts itsits storedstored datadata byby oneone bitbit positionposition atat eacheach ticktick ofof thethe clockclock.. IfIf therethere areare nn
flipflip flopsflops thenthen thethe firstfirst bitbit givengiven atat SERINSERIN willwill appearappear atat SEROUTSEROUT afterafter nn clockclock ticksticks..
ThisThis isis aa serialserial inin serialserial outout shiftshift registerregister.. ThisThis typetype ofof shiftshift registerregister cancan bebe usedused toto delaydelay aa
signalsignal byby nn countscounts..
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Data is shifted one position at each tick of the clockData is shifted one position at each tick of the clock
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Why 2Why 21212 possible combinations ?possible combinations ?

7

There are 212 possible combinations of current state and input. LIN is input for left shift where as
RIN is input for right shift. It is also called universal shift register as it can be made to use what ever
way we like or desire, it can shift data in both direction left or right using RIN & LIN.

8

These registers are seldom used these days because they are typically build in PLD
and FPGA, earlier shown registers are all unidirectional as the data only flows in one
direction, 74194 is bidirectional shift register by using the ShiftShift rightright oror ShiftShift LeftLeft
control inputs. It is highly condensed function table.
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SerialSerial oror ParallelParallel conversionconversion isis aa ”data””data” applicationapplication however,however, theythey cancan bebe usedused asas nonnon--datadata
applicationapplication.. Typically,Typically, aa shiftshift registerregister cancan bebe combinedcombined withwith combinationalcombinational logiclogic toto formform aa
statestate machinemachine whosewhose statestate diagramdiagram isis cyclic,cyclic, itit isis calledcalled shiftshift--registerregister countercounter.. ThisThis isis
constructedconstructed asas aa ringring countercounter whichwhich providesprovides 44 differentdifferent states,states, onceonce RESETRESET isis assertedasserted thethe
circuitcircuit loadsloads 00010001 andand afterafter RESETRESET isis unun--assertedasserted withwith eacheach clockclock ticktick thethe countercounter movesmoves
fromfrom 00010001 –– 00100010 –– 01000100 –– 10001000 andand asas QAQA isis connectedconnected toto LINLIN soso itit willwill repeatrepeat thethe
sequencesequence..

L dLoad

10

RingRing countercounter hashas oneone majormajor issue,issue, ifif byby chancechance anyany bitbit isis changedchanged duedue toto somesome reasonreason itit
willwill behavebehave inconsistentlyinconsistently andand willwill movemove inin undesiredundesired statesstates.. ForFor exampleexample duedue toto aa
hardwarehardware problemproblem (S(S11==00000000),), thenthen itit willwill remainremain inin thatthat statestate forfor everever..

InIn generalgeneral anan nn bitbit ringring countercounter visitsvisits nn statesstates inin aa cyclecycle..
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The counter has 4 output so the possible states are 16, we can see that there are 12 states
which are undesirable states, so one has to avoid that system should not go into these and may
have to design with a minimalminimal riskrisk approach so that the system goes to a ”safe””safe” statestate.

A B C DA B C D
0  0  0  10  0  0  1

0  1  0  1  0  1  0  10  1  0  1  0  1  0  1
0  0  1  1  0  0  1  10  0  1  1  0  0  1  1
0  0  0  0  1  1  1  10  0  0  0  1  1  1  1
X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X

12

Self correcting design will lead all undesired states to normal desired states.

For an n bit ring counter, correction can be achieved within (n – 1) clock ticks.
Here we are using 3 input NOR gate to self correct the abnormality.
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It can be seen from the diagram that no mater what state you start in after 3 clock ticks you
will end up into the normal state.

This also means that RESET is not necessary for such a circuit, however typically RESET is
part of the circuit as the ring counter can start at the same state with all other circuit in the
system.

OneOne importantimportant propertyproperty ofof ringring counterscounters isis
thatthat thethe outputsoutputs areare glitchglitch freefree duedue toto exactlyexactly
onlyonly oneone ffff changechange itsits outputoutput inin eacheach statestate..

A B C DA B C D
1  1  1  01  1  1  0

14

NOR gates are more difficult to construct than the NAND gates in CMOS/TTL, so we
change the circuit with a NAND gate and we also pull down D input and pull up A, B and
C to have a single circulating 0.
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It may be desired to provides individual digit outputs rather than a
binary or BCD output. Which can be achieved by adding a decoder
circuit to the binary counter. Fortunately, Johnson counter is the
simplest answer to this problem.

15

If the complemented serial output is fed back to the ring counter it becomes a Johnson
counter and will have 22nn statesstates. It is also named as ”Twisted Ring” or ”Moebius”

16

Note an important property of this counter 
?
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JohnsonJohnson countercounter alsoalso sufferssuffers thethe samesame problemproblem ofof undesirableundesirable statesstates
occurrenceoccurrence whichwhich forfor anan nn bitbit JohnsonJohnson countercounter areare 22nn -- 22nn..

18

TheThe totaltotal numbernumber ofof abnormalabnormal (undesired)(undesired) statesstates areare == 22nn –– 22nn == 1616 –– 88 == 88..
ThisThis circuitcircuit loadsloads 00010001 whenwhen everever thethe currentcurrent statestate isis 00xxxx00..

SelfSelf correctioncorrection inin JohnsonJohnson countercounter isis withinwithin nn –– 22 ticksticks (compared(compared toto nn –– 11 ofof
thethe ringring counter)counter)..
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The problem with standard shift register counter is that it has far less
normal states, so a linear feedback shift register has 22nn –– 11 statesstates, almost
maximum.

It is also called maximum length sequence generator.

It is based on a finite field theory which says that for any value of n there

19

It is based on a finite field theory, which says that for any value of n, there
exist at least one feedback equation that makes the counter go through all
nonzero 2n – 1 states before repeating.

X1X1 X0X0
11 00

11 11

00 11

20

The shift register is preset to 1 0 at the start, now take the example of n = 2, so total states
should be 4 – 1 = 3, now using the exclusive OR gate it can be seen that the system goes
(sequence through) to the following states: 1 0, 1 1, 0 1 and repeat again.

So the equation X2 = X1 X0.⊕
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TheThe countercounter cyclecycle throughthrough 77
statesstates beforebefore returningreturning toto thethe
startingstarting statestatestartingstarting statestate..

22

ItIt isis possiblepossible toto designdesign aa circuitcircuit
soso thatthat itit cancan gogo toto allall possiblepossible 22nn

((88)) states,states, however,however, inin thisthis
particularparticular casecase itit willwill notnot bebe
possiblepossible becausebecause ofof howhow
connectionsconnections areare made,made, alsoalso nextnext
statestate forfor allall zero’szero’s willwill bebe zero’szero’s..
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ThisThis modifiedmodified circuitcircuit cancan cyclecycle
throughthrough allall possiblepossible 22nn statesstates..

23

24

TheThe circuitcircuit shownshown isis aa realizationrealization ofof 7419474194 thethe onlyonly differencedifference isis thatthat itsits CLR_LCLR_L isis
synchronoussynchronous wherewhere asas inin thethe originaloriginal itit isis asynchronousasynchronous..
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We can see that each phase (Pi_L) last for 2 ticks of the clock, this can be easily constructed
using a ring counter.

26

It is possible by inserting an extra flip flop to count the 2 ticks of each phase.
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The input clock MCLK is divided by 2 through a FF so producing the output after every 2
clock cycle.

28

This is also similar meaning the output is produced after every 2 clock,
difference is that output remains in that state for only one clock period and is
shifted by one clock time period, what kind of ring counter can produce such
an outputs ?
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29

This function table give us a behavioural description of a shift register, in
addition to load, hold and shift function it can do arithmetic functions as well.
Shift left is different than shift right as in SL right input is 0 and for SR we
replicate sign bit.

30

An iterative circuit is a combinational circuit so all its primary and boundary inputs must
be applied simultaneously, and all its primary and boundary outputs are available after the
combinational delay.
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Shaded block is the iterative comparator and the flip flop provides the boundary input.

32
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Serial Binary adder for any length is shown.

Most digital systems can be divided into two components:
ControlControl UnitUnit && DataData UnitUnit..

Synchronous systems are simple in design and they are reliable, however, there are
certain issues which can result difficulty in achieving reliability.

ControlControl UnitUnit:: Responsible for starting and stopping actions in data units, testing
various conditions and making decision under various situations.

34

DataData UnitUnit:: Storing, Routing and may be combining data.

In general Control Unit is designed as state machines.
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All flip flops are clocked with the same common clock signal and PRESET/CLEAR inputs
are not used. Race and Hazard are not an issue in synchronous system.

36
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37

There are various situations when such a thing happens, for example a long route to reach to
FF2 or may be it is routed through a buffer to increase the fan out.

38

Even in the controllable clock skew problem may not be solved if there is unbalanced load
on different buffers, so it is recommended that designer must ensure such balance.
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39

CAD has routed clock leading to skew problem, also in ASIC design there are different types
of wire connections (Polysilicon & Metal), which obviously have different properties so it
can also lead to same problem.

40

Designer must use fastest type of wire connection for Clock and also use a tree like structure
to avoid skew problem.
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41

In some situations a designer may gate the clock with clock enable, which may produce a
glitch on GCLK.

42

Basically, CLKEN must be stable during the entire duration when CLOCK_L is low.
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43

Theoretically, it is possible to build the entire computer system as a synchronous machine
but practically, it is impossible. A simple synchronizer can be build to synch the system with
the main synchronous system.

44

Due to the reason stated earlier, the synchronizer may not see the ASYNCIN and CLOCK at
the same time leading to inconsistent result as shown above.
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45

It may be a combinational circuit as shown above.

46
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Metastability occurs when the setup and hold time of a ff is violated.

One can force the ff into a valid logic state using input signals that meet the
specifications for pulse width, setup time etc.

Second wait so the ff comes out of that meta stable state, question is how
long to be waited.

t = t t t

47

tr = tclk - tcomb - tsetup

(tclk : Clock period time, tcomb : PD time of combinational logic, tsetup : Set
up time of ffs.

48
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tr = tclk - tcomb - tsetup

(tclk : Clock period time, tcomb : PD time of combinational logic, tsetup : Set up time of ffs.)
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52

The clock is slowed down, usually division of 2 or 3 gives a good
synchronizer.
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53

There could be similar skew problem for CLOCKN signal so a better option is
given above, where it synched with the CLOCK.

54

In an n cycle synchronizer, the larger is the value of n longer it takes by the
synchronous system to see the change happened in the asynchronous input,
this is the price paid by reliable systems.
So rather than dividing, cascading the synchronizers works better.
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Generates/recovers a 100 MHz
signal which is in phase with the

As Sync is asserted for 10 ns per byte, it may not be possible to
consistently detect the signal with a much slower clock of 33.3signal which is in phase with the

input.

Through the recovered signal of 100
MHz, data is shifted bit by bit into a
serial to parallel shift register

MHz (30 ns), so data is to be hold temporarily and shifted later
with a SLOAD signal which is asserted exactly one 30 ns SCLK
period (SLOAD basically serves as a new data available signal).

55

serial to parallel shift register

We also need to detect the data for byte
boundaries and once it is detected it
generates a SYNCH signal at every 8
RCLK ticks. (for 10 ns per byte)

56
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